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the experimental model disk-chain. The three-tractor system 
with a disk-chain pulled diagonally on both sides of the 

center or lead tractor, offers a very potentially maneuverable 
unit without the high side-draft associated with the two- 
tractor pulling technique. The single-tractor system would 
also use two disk-chains, but a rolling brace would separate 
the chains at the proper angle. In addition to the advantage of 
a single tractor and operator, the rolling brace may provide 
some beneficial soil packing to enhance reseeding. 

A triangular disk-chain, requiring only one tractor for pul- 
ling, has been fabricated for testing. This disk-chain has 
reduced pulling requirements by 36% and increased operat- 
ing width by 23% compared to the two-tractor diagonat pul- 
ling technique2. Also, the reduction of side draft in the single- 
tractor pulling technique reduces wear in the crawler tractor's 
undercarriage. 

A second set of developmental tests would determine the 
optimum weight needed to operate on undisturbed soil. 
These tests are needed because rootplowing is not neces- 
sary in many areas. Tests would be conducted in various 
soils and vegetation to provide data which could be used to 
select the optimum pulling method, blade size, and chain 
size based on power requirements and effectiveness. With 
these data, a full-length disk-chain could be designed, fabri- 
cated and field tested for performance. 
2Wiedemann, H.T., and B.T. Cross. 1985. Influence of pulling configuration on 
draft of disk-chains, Transactions of the ASAE (in press). 
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When the article, "Control of Prairie Dogs—The Easy 
Way," appeared in the December 1980 issue of Rangelands, 
Bob Larson, a Barber County, Kansas rancher, had drasti- 
cally reduced his prairie dog town after 4 years of deferred 
grazing during June, July, and August. Largely because the 
rapidly growing warm-season plants hid predators and 
obstructed visibility for the prairie dogs, the town area 
dropped from 110 acres in 1976 to 12 acres by the fall of 1980. 

In 1981 and 1982 Larson left a "few" cattle in that pasture 
during the growing season. His "few" cattle amounted to 
about 5% of the stocking capacity. But they concentrated on 
the prairie dog town. At the end of 1981 the burrowed area 
had grown to 15 acres. By the fall of 1982 it was up to 20 
acres. 

In 1983 Bob again totally deferred that pasture from graz- 
ing during June, July, and August. That fall the prairie dog 
area measured just 5.7 acres. This is dramatic evidence of 
how deferred grazing can check prairie dog development. 

Editor's Note: This paper shows another reason for practicing good range 
management. 

A newly built triangular disk-chain holds promise for improved, 
cost-effective rangeland seedbed preparation. This triangular disk- 
chain only requires one tractor to pull it. The unit shown has a 24.3-ft 
swath and 3,000-lb draft requirement. 

The author is range conservationist, Soil Conservation Service, Medicine 
Lodge, Kans. 


